We utilized ddPCR in a subset as a confirmatory measurement. This group had 26-33 copies of CON2 with a mean of 29, and each copy increase of CON2 was associated with a 3.3-point increase in WISC IQ (R 2 = 0.22, p = 0.045). In individuals from New Zealand, an increase in CON2 copy number was associated with an increase in math aptitude ability (R 2 = 0.10 p = 0.018). These were not confounded by brain size. To our knowledge, this is the first study to report a replicated association between copy number of a gene coding sequence and cognitive aptitude. Remarkably, dosage variations involving DUF1220 sequences have now been linked to human brain expansion, autism severity and cognitive aptitude, suggesting that such processes may be genetically and mechanistically inter-related. The findings presented here warrant expanded investigations in larger, well-characterized cohorts.
Introduction
Despite ample evidence that suggests cognitive function is a highly heritable trait (Devlin et al. 1997) , few genetic association studies have been able to identify replicable markers associated with cognitive measures such as IQ (Payton 2009 ). Studies that have been undertaken have predominantly been genome-wide association studies (GWAS) and have suffered from a lack of reproducibility and small effect (Chabris et al. 2012; Rietveld et al. 2013) . Recently, a large-scale study utilizing both training and test data sets (bolstering the reproducibility of the findings) identified two significant SNPs with a cognitive effect. Variation in these SNPs explained 2 % of the variation in cognitive function, and 0.02 % of the variation in educational attainment (Rietveld et al. 2013) . Other recent findings have suggested a substantial portion of cognitive ability could Abstract DUF1220 protein domains exhibit the greatest human lineage-specific copy number expansion of any protein-coding sequence in the genome, and variation in DUF1220 copy number has been linked to both brain size in humans and brain evolution among primates. Given these findings, we examined associations between DUF1220 subtypes CON1 and CON2 and cognitive aptitude. We identified a linear association between CON2 copy number and cognitive function in two independent populations of European descent. In North American males, an increase in CON2 copy number corresponded with an increase in WISC IQ (R 2 = 0.13, p = 0.02), which may be driven by males aged 6-11 (R 2 = 0.42, p = 0.003).
1 3 be due to the additive effects of many SNPs of small individual effect sizes (Trzaskowski et al. 2014) . These results together suggest that single gene contributions to IQ are minimal, even though IQ exhibits a strong heritability component. While cognitive functioning likely results from a complex interplay of environmental, epigenetic and genetic factors, it is also possible that additional single gene variants that confer large cognitive effects reside in previously unexplored regions of the genome. Perhaps the strongest biologic predictor of cognitive functioning is brain size, such that the sizes and connectivity of specific regions demonstrate replicable associations with cognitive function that vary by age and sex (Haier et al. 2005; Shaw et al. 2006; Jung and Haier 2007; Supekar et al. 2013) . Complementing this is the fact that increased brain size is a feature of phylogenetic proximity to humans within the primate lineage, likely conferring an evolutionary advantage via increased cognitive functioning.
Considering the importance of regional brain size in cognitive aptitude and the lack of reproducible genetic candidates, novel genomic candidates for IQ would likely be sequences that have been implicated in brain size and/or brain evolution and sequences that have been previously unexamined in genetic studies of human cognition. DUF1220 protein domains are plausible candidates for influencing IQ under these guidelines, given (1) their association with both brain evolution and brain size (Popesco et al. 2006; Dumas et al. 2012; Keeney et al. 2014a ), (2) that they are protein-coding sequences that exhibit extremely broad ranges in copy number (Davis, et al. 2014) , and (3) that they have not been examined in previous genetic association studies of IQ including GWAS and copy number variation (CNV) scans.
Found within the NBPF gene family, DUF1220 sequences have undergone the most extreme human lineage-specific copy number expansion of any protein-coding region in the genome (Vandepoele et al. 2005; . Humans have approximately 290 haploid copies of DUF1220 that can be subdivided into 6 clades defined by sequence similarity (CON1-3 and HLS1-3) (O'Bleness et al. , 2014 . DUF1220 copy number (dosage) has been implicated in normal and pathological variation in human brain size and in neuron number across primate lineages . DUF1220 copy number also follows a broad Gaussian distribution in the human population (Davis et al. 2014) , suggesting that variation in DUF1220 could confer a wide range of phenotypic effects. Additionally, there is evidence suggesting that strong selection pressures have acted on DUF1220 sequences throughout human evolution. This evidence includes the association between DUF1220 copy number and the evolutionary expansion of the human brain Dumas et al. 2012) , the rapidity with which DUF1220 copy number increased in the human genome and the signatures of positive selection found in DUF1220 coding regions (Popesco et al. 2006) . These properties, together with our recent research implicating DUF1220 domains in driving neural stem cell proliferation (Keeney et al. 2014b ) and in influencing symptom severity in Autism Spectrum Disorder (Davis et al. 2014) , make DUF1220 domains attractive candidates for influencing cognitive functioning.
Based on this evidence, this study aimed to investigate the association between DUF1220 copy number variation and cognitive aptitude. We hypothesized that increased copy number of DUF1220 CON1 and CON2 subtypes (clades), specifically due to their associations with increased gray matter in healthy individuals , would be associated with increased cognitive function. To investigate this possibility we tested for associations between DUF1220 clade-specific copy number variation and cognitive aptitude in North Americans and replicated our analysis in New Zealanders. We also explored associations between specific brain region measurements and IQ in North Americans. Finally, we explored associations between CON1/CON2 copy number variation and specific brain region measurements based on our previous work demonstrating associations between these clades and total gray matter volume . Our findings include a positive association between DUF1220 CON2 copy number and cognitive ability in two separate populations, and evidence for associations between specific brain region measurements and cognitive ability. Given these promising findings we call for expansion of this research in large well-characterized populations.
Methods

Ethics statement
All subjects were consenting participants in collaborating investigations, and all data were deidentified. The Colorado Multiple Institutional Review Board approved this research.
Populations
We utilized two separate populations consisting of individuals of European descent: (a) from North America and (b) from New Zealand. The North American population included unrelated non-Hispanic white individuals selected for brain size extremes through a procedure identifying residual values from a regression controlling for sex and age from a population of more than 600. This included 59 individuals (41 males and 18 females) whose ages ranged from 6 to 22. To determine reproducibility of our results, we gathered array comparative genomic hybridization (arrayCGH)-based copy number data on 75 individuals from New Zealand, 51 of whom were of European decent and selected for extremes in birth head circumference from the Christchurch Health and Development Study (Fergusson and Horwood 2001) (CHDS) cohort. The CHDS is a longitudinal study of a birth cohort of 1,265 children born in the Christchurch urban area in 1977. Participants have been examined on 23 occasions through age 35, with a focus on understanding psychosocial development, health and well-being. Cognitive measures were gathered in children aged 8-13 years in the CHDS. ArrayCGH values for CON1 and CON2 were sent to blinded statisticians to identify associations with cognitive function tests. Brain and head circumference size extremes were originally selected for association studies examining DUF1220, head circumference and brain size . Although selected for size extremes, these populations were not selected for IQ metrics and IQ was normally distributed in these populations. Importantly, to account for potential confounding due to this selection strategy, statistical analysis utilized a brain size adjustment discussed further below.
Assay methods
ArrayCGH
ArrayCGH was performed as described in Dumas et al. (2012) . Briefly, Oxford Gene Technology (OGT) performed arrayCGH utilizing custom-designed 1q21 arrays composed of probes corresponding to both unique and non-unique sequences with ~75 % of the probes located on chromosome 1. The non-unique probes have sequences that are found at multiple loci in this region and the majority of them are located within the highly duplicated DUF1220-domain-encoding regions. The original design of the microarray probe sequences was based on the hg18 2006 assembly, which was converted to the hg19 build through BLAT alignment. The log 2 ratios for the non-unique array probes were assigned to each newly mapped non-unique probe locus. The log 2 ratios for probes that mapped to the same location were averaged. Dye bias was normalized within the arrays utilizing mean values from probes not aligning with chromosome 1, X or Y. Normalization was also conducted across arrays utilizing single locus probes. Throughout this report the log 2 ratios are referred to as copy ratios, meaning the ratio of florescence of the test DNA to the common reference DNA. For example, a copy ratio of zero would indicate that both the test and reference DNA had the same amount of DUF1220 copies, and a copy ratio of one would indicate that the test has twice as many copies. A positive value indicated that the test DNA had more DUF1220 copies than the reference, and a negative value indicated the test sample had fewer copies.
Digital droplet polymerase chain reaction (ddPCR)
Digital droplet polymerase chain reaction (ddPCR), a thirdgeneration PCR protocol (Hindson et al. 2011) , was utilized in a subset of 17 individuals as a confirmatory measurement. Genomic DNA was first digested with a restriction enzyme then diluted to 2 ng/μl and added to a PCR mix containing: primers to the target sequence and to a reference sequence of known copy number, Bio-Rad droplet PCR master mix and fluorescent probes specific to the target and reference. Primer and probe sequences were as follows: CON1: Left-′AATGTGCCATCACTTGTTCAAATAG′, Right-′GACTTTGTCTTCCTCAAATGTGATTTT′, Hyb-′CATGGCCCTTATGACTCCAACCAGCC′ ; RPP30: Left-′GATTTGGACCTGCGAGCG′, Right-′G CGGCTGTCTCCACAAGT′, Hyb-′TTCTGACCTGAAG GCTCTGCGC′; CON2: Left-′CTGGCTCATCAGGA ATCTGC′, Right-′CGAATAACCTTCATCCCAGGAC′, Hyb-′AAGAGGAGGAAGTCCCCCAGGA′. Oil droplets were then generated using 20 μl PCR mix and 70 μl oil on the QX100 Droplet Generator. These droplets were subjected to a standard thermocycler protocol producing over 14,000 independent PCR reactions per sample. Copy number of the target sequence was then estimated by comparing the ratio of the target to the reference. Each sample was run in triplicate to confirm results and the copy estimates were then merged to produce a final copy number for each sample. A Pearson's correlation of 0.65 was identified between ddPCR and arrayCGH measurements suggesting moderate agreement. The imperfect correlation between measurements suggests a level of measurement error. To avoid bias and ensure random error, and thus underestimated associations, all assays were randomized and blinded. The ddPCR assay was found to be highly reproducible (Pearson's r > 0.90). Results derived from both ddPCR and arrayCGH are presented in Table 1 .
Brain size
Brain region measurements from the North American cohort were estimated using MRI volumetric and surface area measurements and are described further in (Raznahan et al. 2011 ). Adult head circumference (age ~35 years) and birth head circumference was obtained from individuals participating in the New Zealand cohort.
Cognitive measurements
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC)
The WISC is a clinical test administered by psychologists to assess intelligence quotient in children (Weschler 1974) . This study utilized Total WISC IQ, WISC Verbal IQ and WISC Performance IQ scores in the analysis.
Progressive Achievement Test (PAT)
The PAT is a set of seven multiple choice tests used by teachers to assess student achievement and understanding as defined by the New Zealand curriculum (Reid and Huges 1974; Elley and Reid 1969) . PAT math and verbal scores were utilized for analysis in the study.
Test of Scholastic Abilities (TOSCA)
The TOSCA is a group test of student scholastic ability that is administered to students by teachers in a group setting, with answers recorded individually (Reid et al. 1981) . Total scholastic ability was utilized for analysis in this study.
Statistical methods
This study utilized two independent analyses to test for dosage associations between DUF1220 CON1/CON2 subtypes and cognitive aptitude. First, the association between DUF1220 CON1/CON2 and WISC IQ was explored in the North American population. Second, findings from the North American population were explored in the New Zealand population. Linear regression was used to test associations among CON1, CON2 and cognitive aptitude while exploring adjustments for sex and age. Due to previous reports of relationships between brain regions and IQ that differed by sex, we hypothesized the interaction of CON1/2 by sex would be important. When the interaction was significant the analysis was in turn stratified by sex, and we present results from the North American population in a reduced univariate model stratified by sex. We followed this analysis with an adjustment for the brain region most strongly predictive of IQ, bilateral temporal surface area (BTSA) ( Table 1) , and an adjustment for right frontal surface area (RFSA), the brain region exhibiting the strongest association with CON1 and CON2 (Supplemental Tables 2 and 3 ). We also investigated adjustments for BTSA, RFSA and total gray matter volume simultaneously. As there were only two primary comparisons (CON1 vs. IQ and CON2 vs. IQ) and a replication analysis in an independently selected and assayed population, results from this step of the analysis are presented without correction for multiple comparisons. Finally, due to reports that IQ profiles change with brain development over time (Shaw et al. 2006) , and the differences between sexes mentioned above, we followed CON2 analyses by exploring higher level interaction terms of CON2 × sex × age. Analyses were subsequently stratified due to the significant interaction term.
Importantly, replication of the association between CON2 and cognitive ability was explored in a separate cohort of individuals from New Zealand. The analysis in the New Zealand cohort explored adjustments for adult head circumference (as well as age and sex) as specific MRI data were not available. The associations tested in the New Zealand group are presented univariately from a reduced model. These are corrected for multiple comparisons with the Bonferroni method due to the additional comparisons analyzed (six outcomes tested with one primary exposure: CON2 vs. 6 cognitive assessments).
We also explored associations between MRI-derived brain region size measurements and IQ in the North American population. These were tested with linear regression. Despite the selection strategy, only total gray matter volume was bimodal. The other regions examined did not depart substantively from a normal distribution and residual diagnostics did not suggest deviations from model assumptions. This analysis included 54 comparisons and findings with significant or trending p values (p < 0.01) are displayed, and those meeting Bonferroni criteria (p < 0.0009) are presented in bold in Table 1 .
This project also sought to expand on our previous findings that CON1 and CON2 are associated with total gray matter volume in healthy individuals , and to identify regions that may be important confounders due to the selection strategy. We explored associations between both CON1 and CON2 copy number and specific brain regions in this same population to further identify regions that may be uniquely associated with CON1 and CON2 variation. As these analyses are a follow-up study to previous findings uncorrected p values are presented along with the Bonferroni critical p value (Supplement Tables 2 and 3) .
Results
DUF1220 CON1 and CON2 copy number association with IQ
Age-appropriate full-scale WISC IQ was modeled in a multivariate linear regression with CON2 copy number as the primary exposure variable including age and sex as covariates in the North American group. The interaction of CON2 × sex was significant (p = 0.038), suggesting a more pronounced effect in males. After model reduction and stratification, and using two independent assay methods (arrayCGH and ddPCR), increasing CON2 dosage (e.g.; copy number) was significantly associated with increasing IQ in males (arrayCGH-based R 2 = 0.13, p = 0.02 ddPCR-based R 2 = 0.22, p = 0.045) ( Table 2 ), but not in females (p = 0.54, data not shown). CON1 copy number, meanwhile, was not associated with IQ (p = 0.18). In the subset of males with the ddPCR assay (N = 17) CON2 ranged from 26 to 33 copies with a mean of 29. In this group each additional copy of CON2 was associated with an IQ increase of 3.3 points (SE = 1.52, p = 0.045).
Brain size associations with IQ in North American individuals of European descent
Each region measured by MRI was tested for volumetric or surface area association with IQ. The volumes and surface areas of a number of gray matter regions were associated with total age-appropriate WISC IQ. Notably, increased bilateral temporal surface area was associated with progressively increased WISC IQ (p = 0.0006, Bonferroni critical p value = 0.0009) (Fig. 1) .
DUF1220 CON1 and CON2 copy number association with brain region size in North American individuals of European descent
Post-hoc analysis of MRI-measured volumes or surface areas identified eight brain regions marginally associated with CON1 copy number (p < 0.05, Supplemental Table 2 ). Two regions were marginally associated with CON2 (p < 0.05, Supplemental Table 3 ). In each, increased size corresponded with increased CON1 and CON2 dosage. Perhaps most interestingly, right frontal surface area displayed the strongest association of the regions tested with both CON1 and CON2 copy number. For each array-CGH-based 0.01 copy ratio increase of CON1, right frontal surface area increased 130 mm 2 (p = 0.03). For each array-CGH-based 0.01 copy ratio increase of CON2, right frontal surface area increased 150 mm 2 (p = 0.04 Supplemental Table 1 ). There were no CON1 or CON2 associations with white matter regions or with gyrification index.
Multivariate analysis including adjustment for size of brain regions and exploration of higher order interactions with CON2
Due to the selection strategy employed for this group, which utilized individuals with brain size extremes, the results may be overestimates. This is plausible given that the R 2 value of 0.13 (detected in North American males with the arrayCGH assay) in this study is substantially larger than previously reported in a large GWAS examining educational attainment and cognitive function (Rietveld et al. 2013) . To address this, and to examine effects of CON2 copy number that may be independent of brain size, we employed models adjusting for brain size (and age, as age is an important component of brain size). CON2 remained significant in both models (p < 0.05) and the adjusted R 2 increased proportionately, suggesting little overlap of the variance explained by BTSA and CON2 (CON2 R 2 = 0.13, BTSA adjusted R 2 = 0.14, combined adjusted R 2 = 0.22). The beta estimate of CON2, BTSA adjusted, did decrease 16.2 %, however, suggesting a complex etiologic mechanism between CON2 dosage, brain region size and IQ. Adjusting for RFSA yielded a less pronounced change in beta, with a CON2 beta decrease of 10.3 %. RFSA also was not a significant predictor in this model. These effects suggest that the CON2 IQ association was not substantially confounded by RFSA nor does CON2 share a similar complex brain volume IQ relationship with RFSA as it may with BTSA. Simultaneous adjustments of BTSA, RFSA and total gray matter volume yielded similar results. CON2 remained significant (p = 0.025) and the beta estimate changed minimally (<10 %).
We further investigated higher level interactions of CON2 dosage with sex and age on IQ in the North American cohort due to findings suggesting that developing regions of the brain are important when examining IQ over time (Shaw et al. 2006) . The three-level interaction of CON2 × age × sex was highly significant (p = 0.0004) suggesting that these relationships follow a complex pattern affected by sex and age, such that with increasing age the correlation between CON2 and IQ in males appears to decrease. For ease of interpretation, follow-up analysis was stratified by sex and age, and age was categorized as young or old based on the mean age of the sample. Further, the mean age of this sample (10.86) corresponds with findings that suggested that cortex thickening in the brightest children peaked by 11 or 12 (Shaw et al. 2006 ). In males younger or equal to the mean age (n = 19), increasing CON2 dosage was strongly associated with increasing WISC IQ (R 2 = 0.42, p = 0.003, Fig. 2 ). For each 0.01 copy ratio increase in arrayCGH measured CON2, IQ increased on average 1.91 points (SE = 0.54). CON2 remained strongly significant in this group after adjustment for BTSA and RFSA. This association was not detected in older males (p = 0.96). DUF1220 CON2 with IQ: replication of association in individuals from New Zealand As described, to test whether the association between CON2 copy number and IQ could be replicated in an independent cohort, we followed the North American analysis with an exploration of a second cohort of 51 individuals selected for birth brain size extremes (as determined by birth head circumference) but not for IQ metrics or adult brain size. A significant association was identified in this cohort between CON2 dosage and Progressive Achievement Mathematics (a measure of mathematical aptitude; R 2 = 0.10, Bonferroni corrected p = 0.018, Table 2 ) and a positive trend was seen between CON2 copy number and WISC verbal IQ R 2 = 0.05, Bonferroni corrected p < 0.098) ( Table 2 ). Birth head circumference was not significant and did not affect the association of CON2 dosage with Progressive Achievement Mathematics. The interaction CON2 × sex was not significant.
Discussion
In pursuit of further elucidating the function of DUF1220, a protein domain implicated in human brain evolution, autism severity, and disorders of brain size, this study examined associations among copy number variations in subtypes of DUF1220 and cognitive aptitude. Results demonstrate a linear association between CON2 clade copy number and IQ, and an association between specific regional brain surface areas and IQ.
Our results demonstrate that increased CON2 dosage (copy number) is associated with increased WISC IQ and increased scores in Progressive Achievement Mathematics, with a more pronounced association exhibited in males. To our knowledge, the magnitude of this association (R 2 = 0.42 in young males) is greater than that reported in any previous study of a single candidate genetic or genomic predictor of IQ. While further research is needed to definitively confirm this association in a larger, more generalizable sample, this is an important finding, particularly given that the variation in IQ explained by CON2 is substantially higher than recently reported (Rietveld et al. 2013) . Additionally, the linear nature of this relationship, with increased copies of CON2 correlating with increased IQ and math aptitude scores, suggests an underlying mechanism related to DUF1220 protein domain dosage. Of note, controlling for brain volumes and sizes did not eliminate the CON2-IQ association, implying there is an additional mechanism through which CON2 copy number may influence cognitive ability. Further, the strong association detected in younger males that explained an exceptional amount of variance suggests a critical time period where the effect of CON2 dosage is important. This is a small sample, however, and further investigations in large cohorts will be necessary to confirm these effects. Previous evidence does, though, suggest that cognitive performance may be related to different brain regions depending on sex and age (Haier et al. 2005) . The evidence we present suggests a complex interplay of cognitive performance with brain growth, DUF1220 CON2 copy number, sex and age, and warrants expanded investigations. Analyses of MRI-measured brain volumes and surface areas demonstrate that left temporal surface area and bilateral temporal surface area are associated with IQ. The observed associations between IQ test performance and MRI measures might be explained by different neuron number profiles within these brain regions that in turn effect size differences. Regions of the genome implicated in controlling neuron number, such as sequences encoding DUF1220 protein domains, are therefore plausible candidates for generating intellectual diversity such as the differences observed on the WISC IQ test performance.
We previously reported that the copy number of CON1 and CON2 was linearly associated with total gray matter volume . To further explore this relationship we examined specific brain regions to clarify the potential role of CON1 and CON2 in brain size. While not significant after correction for multiple comparisons, these results suggest specific roles for DUF1220 dosage in region-specific brain size. The link with surface area also suggests a role for DUF1220 in neural stem cell proliferation, given that such proliferation is thought to be the major contributor to surface area (Rakic 2000) . This possible link is supported by recent research in cell culture models (Keeney et al. 2014b ). The link with cortical thickness, though, suggests that an additional mechanism may be involved through which DUF1220 may mediate changes in brain size and cognition. Further research is necessary to determine what molecular pathways may be involved, but given the association between DUF1220 copy number expansion and increased neuron number in primates Keeney et al. 2014b ), a plausible mechanism could involve additional rounds of neurogenic cell divisions per cortical layer.
A mechanism of differential brain size involving differences in neuron number underlying IQ test performance would also be consistent with the features of primate brain expansion, which are that an increase in cerebral size within this lineage is almost linearly proportional to neuron number (unlike any other lineages surveyed thus far) (Herculano-Houzel 2009) . These scaling rules indicate that an increase in brain size within primates is almost exclusively due to the addition of more neurons, rather than a change in neuronal size or density. Consistent with this, DUF1220 copy number shows a dramatic increase that is unique to the primate order and is strongly correlated with brain neuron number among primate species Keeney et al. 2014b ). In addition, as referenced above it has been recently shown that DUF1220 domains can function as drivers of proliferation in cultured neural stem cells (Keeney et al. 2014b ). These findings are consistent with the possibility that increases in DUF1220 dosage may be resulting in the production of more neurons, providing a plausible explanation for the association between DUF1220 copy number and brain size and, in turn, a component of the observed association with cognitive performance (Keeney et al. 2014a) .
The potential link between DUF1220 subtypes and regional surface areas, thickness and volumes also suggests possible mechanisms by which DUF1220 may influence disease phenotypes. Recent research examining DUF1220 in individuals with ASD has shown that copy number increases of DUF1220 correlate with increasing severity of the primary symptoms of ASD in a similar dose response fashion as presented in this report with IQ (Davis et al. 2014) . Such findings suggest that increased DUF1220 copies are beneficial in otherwise healthy individuals but deleterious in individuals with ASD. Given the suggested link between DUF1220 and neuron number, a similar mechanism could be an important factor in individuals with ASD as individuals with ASD often exhibit increased brain size and neuron number (Courchesne et al. 2011 ). Investigations that aim to elucidate the mechanism behind the link between increased brain size/neuron number and autism symptomology have the potential to explain a large portion of the condition.
This study has limitations that need to be considered while interpreting the results. The selection strategy that utilized brain size extremes may have led to an overestimate of the strength of association between CON2 and IQ. However, adjusting for brain volume in a multivariate model suggests this estimate is not inflated substantially. The adjustment did decrease the beta estimate of CON2, which suggests a complex mechanism of aptitude etiology in which CON2-brain volume relationships partly account for cognitive ability, but are complemented by an independent mechanism of CON2 dosage effects on IQ.
The associations presented appear to be driven by younger males and may highlight the importance of CON2 and brain growth in this narrow age range. Conversely, however, a recent report suggested that the same genes contribute to cognitive ability from childhood into adolescence with increased heritability over time (Trzaskowski et al. 2014) . This report examined the additive contributions of thousands of SNPs of low individual effect related to cognitive function, while omitting DUF1220 domains, and found a large cumulative effect such that these SNPs together explained 45 % of the inter-individual variation in cognitive ability. This is a notable contrast to the findings presented in this report, where we suggest the dosage of a specific protein domain subtype, DUF1220 CON2, may be highly important in young males with a similarly important explanatory effect (R 2 = 0.42). Taken together, these findings suggest that the genetic underpinnings of cognitive ability are complex and necessitate examinations of highly duplicated copy number polymorphic sequences as well as more traditional SNP-based approaches.
Future investigations of DUF1220 CON2 in larger, wellcharacterized populations with longitudinal brain growth and longitudinal IQ measurements will aid in determining the exact mechanisms mediating the associations among CON2 dosage, regional brain size, and cognitive aptitude. Meanwhile, measurement of higher copy number DUF1220 clades such as HLS1-3 has been challenging given the technologies currently available. It is noteworthy that these are the DUF1220 clades that show the most dramatic human-specific increase in copy number . As more precise techniques become available, future research should also explore the relationship of these higher copy number clades with cognitive features.
It should also be noted that the cognitive associations identified were not perfectly replicated between cohorts. This discrepancy could be due to a number of factors, including regional differences in measurement methods and interpretations of performance. Given the heterogeneity between populations presented in this report it is not surprising that there would be subtle differences in associations between CON2 and cognitive ability. Further, the age range in the New Zealand cohort when IQ metrics were made is slightly older (8-13) than the group showing the strongest association in the North American sample (6-11). Although a subtle difference, this may further suggest a critical age range where CON2 dosage is important in cognitive functioning. The fact that such an association existed in both groups, though, is a substantial strength of this report. It is also worth noting that the full New Zealand cohort of over 600 samples had previously been analyzed by SNP-arrays for CNVs that could be genetic predictors of IQ and no loci were identified as significant (Bagshaw et al. 2013 ). Importantly, DUF1220 was not among the loci examined. This is consistent with our previous point that conventional genome-wide CNV studies, both SNP-based and arrayCGH-based, typically overlook highly duplicated, though potentially important regions of the genome.
The findings reported here, together with previous studies, suggest that increases in copy number of sequences from the same protein domain family (DUF1220) are involved in promoting human brain expansion, increasing autism severity and improving cognitive capacity. Such intriguing associations call for additional investigations that include assessment of the role of other DUF1220 clades in these conditions, more precise determination of how DUF1220 copy number is being altered at the genome level, and examination of DUF1220 copy number in large, well-characterized populations.
